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Abstract
Background: We examined the performance of three RNA-Sequencing library preparation protocols as a function
of RNA integrity, comparing gene expressions between heat-degraded samples to their high-quality counterparts.
This work is invaluable given the difficulty of obtaining high-quality RNA from tissues, particularly those from
individuals with disease phenotypes.
Results: With the integrity of total RNA being a critical parameter for RNA-Sequencing analysis, degraded RNA can
heavily influence the results of gene expression profiles. We discovered that gene expression read results are
influenced by RNA quality when a common library construction protocol is used. These results are based on one
technical experiment from a pool of 4 neural progenitor cell lines.
Conclusions: The use of alternative protocols can allow samples with a wider range of RNA qualities to be used,
facilitating the investigation of disease tissues.
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Discussion
Background

Adiconis et al. [1] examined the performance of five
RNA-Seq sample preparation protocols when using
RNA of low quality and/or quantity. This work is invaluable given the difficulty of obtaining high-quality RNA
from tissues, particularly those from individuals with
disease phenotypes. We have used a similar approach of
evaluating the performance of RNA-Seq library preparation protocols, as a function of RNA integrity. We
compared gene expression, as measured by RNA-Seq, of
heat-degraded RNA samples to the expression profiles
of the high-quality starting samples.
Methods and results

Specifically, 20 ug of high-quality total RNA (RIN 9.4;
2100 Bioanalyzer, Agilent Technologies Inc., Santa Clara,
CA, USA) was constructed by pooling RNA extracted
using a Direct-zol RNA MiniPrep kit (Zymo Research,
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Irvine, CA, USA) from neural progenitor cell lines made
from 4 individuals [2]. This pool was heat-degraded (60
minutes at 60°C, followed by 6, 20 and 30 mins at 90°C)
to RINs of 7.4, 5.3, and 4.5 [3]. RNA-Seq libraries were then
made using three different protocols. 1) Poly-A RNA was
purified from 1 ug of total RNA using oligo-dT beads, fragmented with divalent cations, made into cDNA and then
sequencing libraries using the TruSeq RNA Sample Preparation kit v2 (RS-122-2001, Illumina Inc., San Diego, CA,
USA). 2) Ribosomal RNA was removed from 1 ug of total
RNA using the Ribo-Zero rRNA Removal kit (MRZH116,
Epicentre Biotechnologies, Madison, WI, USA), and processed without the poly-A selection as per #1. 3) cDNA was
made from 200 ng of total RNA using the Ovation RNASeq FFPE System (7150, NuGEN Technologies Inc., San
Carlos, CA, USA), sheared to 300 bp using a Covaris S2
(500003, Covaris Inc., Woburn, MA, USA), and followed
by library construction using the TruSeq DNA Sample
Preparation kit v2 (FC-121-2001).
Each DNA library was sequenced with 4.5–60 million
100 bp single-end reads on an Illumina HiSeq2000. The
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Figure 1 Effect of RNA integrity on gene expression correlations with untreated RNA using the same sample preparation protocol.

reads were uniquely mapped with three or fewer mismatches using PerM [4] to GENCODE v17. For each
protocol, we calculated Pearson’s pairwise correlation
coefficients (denoted by the letter R) between the degraded and high-quality sample across the HUGO genes
which contained at least one read alignment in either
sample. R was calculated and depicted in Figure 1 by
taking the log of (reads plus an offset of 1). All three
protocols performed well at RIN 7.4 (R = 0.958 to 0.984,
s.e. = 0.001 to 0.002) (Figure 1, Table 1). However, as
RNA quality decreased (RINs 5.3 and 4.5), protocol #1
produced data with lower correlations of gene expression
to the intact sample (R = 0.533 and 0.366, s.e. =0.005). In
contrast, both protocols #2 and #3 performed relatively
well as RNA quality decreased (R = 0.951 to 0.967, s.e. =
0.002), with protocol #3 performing slightly better. For
each RIN quality, we calculated R between the reads from
Table 1 R between degraded sample and intact sample
for each protocol
Protocol

RIN

R to RIN
9.4 sample

Total Reads

NuGEN Ovation RNA-Seq FFPE
System + Illumina TruSeq DNA
Sample Preparation

9.4

1

37,959,903

7.4

0.971

51,131,950

5.3

0.967

32,285,466

4.5

0.955

58,476,532

9.4

1

25,339,734

7.4

0.958

59,722,682

5.3

0.956

48,134,260

4.5

0.951

50,650,245

9.4

1

59,509,601

7.4

0.984

35,262,055

5.3

0.533

20,939,261

4.5

0.366

4,531,318

Epicentre RiboZero rRNA
Removal Kit + Illumina TruSeq
DNA Sample Preparation

Illumina TruSeq RNA
Sample Preparation

each pair of protocols. The reads from the two best
methods (Protocol #2 and Protocol #3) maintained high
correlations regardless of decreased sample quality (R =
0.845 to 0.879, s.e. = 0.003). For Protocol #1, there was a
drop in read correlation to both Protocol #2 and Protocol #3 as RIN decreased (Figure 2).
For confirmation of mapper accuracy, we mapped all
of the samples using TopHat v1.4.0 [5] to GENCODE
v17. The resulting BAM files were run through HTSeq
v0.6.1 [6] to obtain uniquely mapped read counts. Essentially the same results were obtained as with PerM (data
not shown). Additionally, to rule out any bias from differences in numbers of reads, we downsampled all of the
samples to 4.5 million reads, and the results were essentially the same (data not shown).
Conclusions

It is likely that the poor performance of protocol #1 at
lower RINs can be explained by the poly-A selection
step. As RNA integrity decreases, less full length polyA RNA is recovered, leading to a cDNA library that is
increasingly 3′ biased. This is supported by analysis of
the 5′ to 3′ read distribution of each library. Those
from protocols #2 and #3 are essentially unchanged at decreasing RIN, while the distribution for samples from
protocol #1 is severely 3′ biased by RIN 4.5 (data not
shown).
We recognize that our results are based on a single experiment using an RNA pool from 4 neural progenitor
cell lines and are not broadly applicable. Hence, other
investigators may want to use this method to determine
the effect of RNA integrity on RNA-Seq from their tissue source of interest.
In summary, our data show that the results of RNA-Seq
are influenced by RNA quality with a widely-used cDNA/
sequencing library construction protocol. However, this
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Figure 2 Effect of RNA integrity on gene expression correlations between different sample preparation protocols.

problem can be avoided with alternative protocols,
allowing samples with a wider range of RNA qualities
to be used, facilitating the investigation of disease
tissues.
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